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Abstract

We give an improved bound for the order of a p-group enjoying the title property. We also point out
relations between the upper central series of a p-group and of its maximal subgroups.
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The problem of the structure of /^-groups, all of whose maximal subgroups are
isomorphic, was raised by Berkovich (see Problem 9 at the end of Berkovich [1]). In
a recent paper Hermann [2] considers such groups. He shows that given a number r,
there are only finitely many such groups, whose coclass is r (we recall that the coclass
cc(G) of the p-group G is r = n — c, where \G\ = p", and c = cl{G) is the class
of G). Moreover, Hermann gives an explicit upper bound, roughly (2r)r, for n, given
r. In this note we give a better bound, about 2 \ and make some other remarks on the
embedding of maximal subgroups of p-groups. As in Hermann [2] our main tool is
comparing the upper central series of the p-group G and of its maximal subgroups.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a p-group of coclass r, all of whose maximal subgroups are
isomorphic. Write \G\ = p", cl(G) = c. Then

c<T + \, n<2r+r+l.

Hermann also shows, that for r = 1, 2 the best possible bounds for n are 3 and 6,
respectively, and that for r = 3 one has n < 13. Our result is worse for r = 1, 2, but
better for r = 3. Still, it seems possible that a much better bound obtains. Indeed the
theorem holds under weaker assumptions. It is obvious from the proof that it suffices
to assume that |Z,(M)|, for a maximal subgroup M of G, depends only on /, not on
M, and we can do with the following still weaker hypothesis:
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(*) tfs < t < cl(G), and if M\,..., Mk are all the maximal subgroups ofG such
that Zs{Mj) > Z,(G), then either the subgroups Zs(Mj), j = 1,... ,k are all equal,
or there exist two of them of which neither contains the other.

We start with a property that holds for all p-groups.

LEMMA 2. Let G be any p-group, and let M and L be normal subgroups of G
satisfying G = LM (in particular, L and M can be two distinct maximal subgroups).
Then Zt(M) n Zj(L) < Zi+j.x(G).

PROOF. It is clear that [x, xu ..., x,+7_i] = 1, whenever x belongs to the indicated
intersection, and the elements {xu} belong to either L or M.

REMARK. Dually, we have for the terms of the lower central series that Gi+j+l <
Mi+lLj+]. This is just a restatement of the fact that if M and L are of classes / and j ,
then G is of class i + j (at most).

LEMMA 3. Let G satisfy (*). Then Z(G) and Z2(G)/Z(G) cannot be both cyclic.

PROOF. Suppose that both Z = Z(G) and Z2{G)/Z{G) are cyclic, and let P/Z
be the subgroup of order p in Z2(G)/Z. Then M = CG(P) is a maximal subgroup.
Since G/Z is not cyclic, there exist other maximal subgroups containing Z. Let L
be one of them. If Z(L) ^ Z, then Z(L) > P, so that L < M and L = M. Thus
Z(L) = Z for all such maximal subgroups, so (*) is violated for s = t = I.

LEMMA 4. IfG satisfies (*) and is of maximal class, then \G\ < p3.

This follows from the previous lemma. For groups with all maximal subgroups
isomorphic, Lemma 4 occurs already in Hermann [2], as does the special case
|Z2(G)| = p2 of Lemma 3.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Assume that G satisfies (*). Then Lemma 3 shows that we
have cc(G/Z2(G)) < r - 1. Let m be the largest integer for which cc(G/Z,(G)) <
r -m, where t = 2m. If m = r then cc(G/Zt(G)) = 0 implies \G : Z,(G)\ < p,
which is possible only if G = Z,(G), so cl(G) <2m =2r. We thus may assume that
m < r.

Let Mi,..., Mk be the maximal subgroups containing Z,(G), Suppose that the
subgroups Z,(Mj) are not all identical. Then by (*) there exist indices /, j , such
that neither Z,(Mt) nor Z,(Mj) contains the other. Write N — Z,(Mj) fl Z,(Mj), so
that Z,(G) < N < Z2,_i(G), by Lemma 2. Choose normal subgroups K, L, such
that N < K < Z,(Mi),N < L < Z,(Mj), and \K : N\ = \L : N\ = p. Then
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\KL/N\ = p2 and KL/N < Z(G/N), so that KL < Z2,(G) and cc{G/Z2,(G)) <
cc(G/N) - 1 < cc(G/Z,(G)) - 1 < r - (m + 1), which contradicts the maximality
of/n,as2r = 2m+1.

Therefore the subgroups Zt{Mt) are all the same, equal to N, say. Again N <
Z2,-\(G). By the maximality of m we have that cc{G/Z2,(G)) = cc(G/Z,(G)),
which means that |Z,+i(G) : Z,(G)| = p for t < i < 2t. Then any normal
subgroup between Z,(G) and Z2t(G) is one of the subgroups Z{{G), and so we have
N = ZS{G) for some 5. Since for any maximal subgroup M containing N we have
ZjiM/N) = Z,+,(M)/N, we see that G/N also satisfies (*).

lfm=r — l, then G/N is of maximal class, hence of class 2 at most by Lemma 4.
Thus c/(G) < It - 1 + 2 = 2r + 1. Finally, for m < r - 2 we apply induction to
conclude that cl(G) < It - 1 + 2r"m + 1 = 2m+1 + 2r~m < 2r. This ends the proof.

We now give two further propositions. The first, Proposition 6, is similar to
Lemma 1 of Hermann [2], but we offer a different proof. Theorem 7 applies to all
p-groups.

LEMMA 5. IfZt{G) •£ Mfor some i and some maximal subgroup M, then Zt{M) =
Mnz,(G).

PROOF. We have G = MZt{G). It is clear that [x, xu ..., *,•] = 1, if x <= Zt{M),
and xu e M U Z{(G). This proves that Z,(M) < M n Z,(G), and the other inclusion
is obvious.

PROPOSITION 6. Ler G be a p-group in which the ith terms of the upper central
seriesof all maximal subgroups have the same order, for some i. ThenZj(G) < O(G).
In particular, if cl{G) = c and all maximal subgroups of G are isomorphic, then

PROOF. There exists a maximal subgroup M containing Z,(G), and then Zt{G) <
Zj(M), so Lemma 5 shows that all other maximal subgroups also contain Z,(G).

THEOREM 7. Let G be a p-group of class c and coclass r. Then
(a) All but one at most of the maximal subgroups M of G satisfy Z{{M) <

Z2,+r-i(G), and unless perhaps c <2i + r — I, even Zj{M) < Z2i+r_2(G).
(b) Ifk is the least index such that all but one of the maximal subgroups ofG satisfy

Zi(M) < Z2i+k_\ (for some index i), then cc{G/Z2i+k-\(G)) <r — k.

PROOF, (a) Let M and L be two maximal subgroups. We pass two central series
{Lj} and {Af,-} of G with factors of order p between Z,(M) n Zt{L) and Z,(L) and
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Z, (M). Then LJ+l Mj+i /Lj M-s is a central factor of order p2 of G and contributes 1 to
the coclass of G. Therefore the length of one of these series at least is not more than r,
which, together with Lemma 2, shows that at least one of the subgroups Zt(M), Z, (L)
is contained in Z2l+r-i(G). Moreover, if M, say, does not satisfy this inclusion, then
letting L vary over all other maximal subgroups of G establishes the first part of the
claim.

(b) Keeping the same notation, we may assume that M and L are such that neither
Zj(M) nor Zj{L) is contained in Z2,+/t_2(G). Then the length of both series {Lj} and
{My} is at least k, so the central series [LjMj] contributes at least k to the coclass,
leaving at most r — k for the part above Z2,+k-i(G). If here k = r, we obtain
cc(G/Z2i+r~\) = 0, which means that G = Z2,+r-i(G).

It is certainly necessary to allow the exception in this proposition (consider groups
with an abelian maximal subgroup). It seems desirable to study further the rela-
tions between the terms of the upper central series of a p -group and of its maximal
subgroups. We tentatively offer the following definition.

DEFINITION. Let G be a p-group. A maximal subgroup M of G is exceptional at
the ith level, if there exists an index k, such that Zt(L) < Zk(G), for all maximal
subgroups L different from M, but Zj(M) does not satisfy the same inclusion. M is
exceptional, if it is exceptional at some level.

EXAMPLE 1. Suppose both Z(G) and Z2(G)/Z(G) are cyclic, and let P/Z{G)
be the unique normal subgroup of order p of G/Z(G). Then CG(P) is a maximal
subgroup which is exceptional at the first level.

EXAMPLE 2. Let G be of maximal class. Then most maximal subgroups are also of
maximal class, excepting always one maximal subgroup G i, and sometimes another
one, say 5. The subgroup G\, which is the centraliser of all factors Zi+2(G)/Zj(G),
for i > 1, has its class bounded by some function of p, while 5, which is the centraliser
of Z2(G) (if this centraliser is different from GO, and which, given p, exists in only
finitely many cases, has a centre of order p2 and all other upper central factors of order
p (for these properties of groups of maximal class, see for example Huppert [3, Section
III. 14]. Thus for all maximal subgroups M, excepting G i, we have Z,(M) < Z,+i(G),
and if we except also 5, even Z,(M) < Zt(G). It follows that G\ is exceptional at all
levels i > 1, while S (when it exists) or G\ is exceptional at level 1.

PROBLEM. Study p-groups having no exceptional maximal subgroups. For ex-
ample are there only finitely many such groups of a given coclass?

Finally, we remark that it is quite possible for many, but not all, of the maximal
subgroups of a p-group G to be isomorphic, without getting any restriction of the type
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of Theorem 1. Suppose, for example, that G is a 2-generator maximal subgroup of a
p-group H, and that not all maximal subgroups of G are normal in H. Then of the
p + 1 maximal subgroups of G, one is normal in H, and the other p are conjugate
to each other, hence isomorphic. If H is of maximal class and order at least p4, it
has a unique normal subgroup of index p2, and p of its maximal subgroups have two
generators, hence satisfy our assumptions. Moreover, at least p — 1 of these maximal
subgroups are themselves of maximal class, hence for all orders there exist groups of
coclass 1 with all maximal subgroups but one isomorphic. This example, as well as
Theorem 7, suggest that it may be of interest to consider properties that are shared by
all but one of the maximal subgroups of a p-group.
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